
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• Why didn’t the first guests come to the party? They all had excuses.
• What do you think people use as excuses for not following God?
• Who did the master tell the servant to invite when the first guests didn’t come? People 

from the streets.
• Who gets invited to the party with Jesus? We’re all invited.
• When it comes to living for God, are you more like the first guests or the second guests?
• Look up and read Romans 3:23 and Romans 6:23. What does the first passage tell us 

about ourselves? 
• What is the gift of God? How do we receive His gift?

ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY| Party Games  
Let’s have some fun together and celebrate a fun time at church learning that we can go to the party with 
Jesus. Let’s play a classic party game of Grandma’s Footsteps.
INSTURCTIONS: One person is the grandma (or grandpa) who stands at the far end of the room, with 
their back to the rest of the group. The rest of the group stands at the opposite end of the room in a line. 
The others have to try and sneak up on Grandma. But at any point, the grandma can turn around, when 
they do, everyone has to freeze! Anyone seen moving by grandma is either ‘out’ or sent back to the 
starting line. The first one to get to Grandma wins and gets to play Grandma next.
ACTIVITY| Tissue Dance
INSTRUCTIONS: Give everyone apiece of tissue paper or a crepe paper streamer and have them put 
it on their heads before the music starts. Then start the music and tell the kids to dance, but try not to let 
the tissue paper hit the ground. If it starts to fall, they can catch the tissue and put it back on their head, 
but if they miss and it lands on the floor, they are out. The last one with a tissue on their head wins

MEMORY VERSES OF THE MONTH

Work on memorizing John 1:1 and Ephesians 4:29 together.
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WEEK 5
Church at Home Guide

BIG IDEA
We’re invited  

to Jesus’ party.

THE BIBLE
The Guests at the Banquet: Luke 14:7-24

(John 3:16; John 10:10; Romans 3:23; Romans 6:23)
 


